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Abstract 
The aim of this paper is to give an alternative proof of a result in edge colourings, proved by 
Ehrenfeucht et al. (1984). From this result, we show that the multigraph version of Vizing's 
theorem, Vizing's adjacency lemma and Vizing's fan argument can be obtained immediately. 
The proof given here is based on fan and counting arguments involving small number of colour 
changes and is considerably simpler and shorter than the one in Ehrenfeucht et al. (1984). 
Let M be a multigraph. We denote the set of edges joining vertices x and y by e(x, y) 
and l e(x, Y)I by p(xy). The degree d(x) of vertex x is the number of all edges incident 
with x. We denote the maximum degree and chromatic index of M by A and z'(M), 
respectively. Throughout this paper, all colourings are (proper) edge colourings. 
A D-colouring is a colouring that uses at most D colours. Given a multigraph M with 
a colouring, a path consisting of edges alternately coloured ~ and /3 is called an 
(~,/3)-path. Such a path is maximal if it is not properly contained in another (~,/3)-path. 
The initial edge of an (~,/3)-path may be coloured ~ or/3. A maximal (~,/~)-path with 
starting vertex v and initial edge coloured 7 is denoted by H(~,/3, v). 
Let H be a colouring of M - e with image set ~ for some edge e e e(x, y). Alan F at 
x is a sequence of distinct edges el .... , e,, where ei E e(x, yi) (1 ~< i ~< n) and el = e (and 
Yl = Y) and such that for each i ~> 1, the edge ei+ 1, is assigned with a colour unused at 
Yi. We write F = (e~ . . . . .  e,). Note that Yi ~ Yi+l for each i and y~, ... ,y, need not all 
be distinct vertices except in the case when M is simple. Instead of fans, some authors 
I-5, 7] call them fan-sequences which may be slightly different from the definition here. 
This definition of fan coincides with El] but it must be said that the notion of fan or 
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fan-sequence goes back to Vizing. The following result is Theorem 6 of [4], which is 
implicit in the works of Vizing [9], Andersen [1] and Goldberg [6, 7]. 
Theorem 1. Let M be a multigraph with an edge e • e(x, y) and A <~ D and such that 
(1) M - e has a D-colouring; 
(2) for every v adjacent o x, d(v) + #(xv) - 1 <<. D; and 
(3) x is adjacent o at most D - d(y) - p(xy) + 1 vertices v different from y, where 
d(v) + kt(xv) - 1 = D. 
Then M also has a D-colouring. 
Proof. Let H be a D-colouring of M - e with image set cg. Let E(H) be the set of 
colours of all edges different from e which are in at least one fan at x with respect o H. 
Let Y be the set of all end vertices different from x and y of all edges which are in at 
least one fan at x. Note that it is possible for a coloured edge e' • e(x,y) to be in a fan. 
So we have 
IE(r/)l < - 1 + ~" lt(xv) = - 1 + ~ la(XV). 
veY veYu{y} 
Let Cu(v) be the set of colours used to colour the edges incident with vertex v and 
- Cn(v) = Cn(v). Let 
B(H)= ~ Cu(v). 
veYu{y} 
Clearly, E(FI) ~ B(II). 
Case 1: B(II) # E(II). Then there is a colour [3 • B(H) - E(H) with F = (el . . . . .  e.) 
and/3 • Cn(Y.)" We assign colour II(ei+l) to the edge ei for each i = l . . . . .  n - 1 and 
uncolour the edge e.. Since [36E(II), we may colour edge e. with 13, thereby completing 
the proof  of Case 1. 
Case 2: B( I I )= E(II). Since A ~< D and e is uncoloured, there exists a colour 
• Cu(x). Then ct • Cu(v) for all v • Yw{y} since otherwise, c¢ • B( I1 ) -  E(II). For 
each ~o • B(H), let S(co) be the number  of vertices v of Y w { y} such that co e Cu(v). We 
clearly have 
~, S(~o)= ~ [Cn(v)[. (1) 
<oEB(H) vegu{y} 
Since, all except one edge e • e(x, y) are coloured, we have 
D -d(y )+ l  if v=y,  (2) 
ICn(v)l = -d (v )  if ve  Y. 
Let 
Q= {ve Y d(v)+ #(xv) -  i =D} 
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and from hypothesis of theorem, IQI <~ D - d(y) - #(xy) + 1. From (2), we have 
I C.(v)l 
]Q l+#(xy)  if v=y,  
#(xv) -  1 if v e Q, 
#(xv) if v ~ Y - Q. 
(3) 
Using (3), formula (1) becomes 
s(co) t> lQ l+p(xy)+ ~ (#(xv) -  l) + ~ #(xv)= ~ #(xv). 
coEB(H)  veQ ve  g - Q v~ Yu{y} 
As IB(//)I = IE(//)l  ~< - 1 + Y~wr,~/r~ #(xv), there is a colour f le B(H) (and so ~ # fl) 
such that S(fl) ~> 2. Thus, there is a fan F'  = (el . . . . .  era) such that 
(i) [3 • Cn(ym) and H(~,fl, y,,) does not terminate at x and; 
(ii) subject o part (i), m is minimum. 
Path H(c~,fl, y,,) and does not terminate at Yk for each k < m, since otherwise, 
as :~e Cn(yk), we would have fl ~ Cn(Yk) and so we may replace m by k in (i) 
contradicting that m is minimum. This means that we can interchange the colours 
and fl of the edges of H(c~,fl, ym) to obtain a new colouring O with 
c~ ~ Co(x)c~ Co(y,,) and F' remains as a fan under O. But now ~ ~ B(O) - E(O) and so 
by Case 1, we can obtain a D-colouring of M. [] 
There are obvious simplifications to the proof if M is a simple graph. The following 
corollary of Theorem 1 is a multigraph version of Vizing's fan argument, which is very 
useful in finding sufficient conditions for simple graphs to be class 1 (see [3] for 
details). 
Corollary 2. Let M be a multigraph with edge e ~ e(x, y) and d(y) <<. A - #(xy) + 1 and 
d(v) ~ A -- #(xv) for each vertex v different from y and adjacent o x. 1 a A-colouring, 
then M also has a A-colouring. 
Proof. Put D = A in Theorem 1. [] 
Let the vertex set V(M) = V and 
max (d(x) + max y~v =A*.  
The next result is a multigraph version of Vizing's theorem, implicit in Vizing I-9] and 
stated in Ore [8]. 
Theorem 3. Let M be a multigraph. Thjen x'(M) <<. A*. 
Proof. We can colour the edges of M one by one using D = A* colours in Theorem 
1. [] 
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The final result is the mult igraph version of Vizing's adjacency lemma stated in [1]. 
But first we need another term. An edge e of M is said to be critical if 
z ' (M - e) < z '(M).  
Theorem 4. Let M be a multigraph with z ' (M)= A* and M has a critical edge 
e ~ e(x, y). Then x is adjacent o at least A* - d(y) - I~(xy) + 1 vertices v different from 
y where d(v) + #(xy) = A*. 
Proof. Since e is critical, M - e has a (A* - 1)-colouring but z ' (M)  = A*. The result 
now follows from Theorem 1 with D -- A* - 1. []  
If in addit ion, M is simple and critical, that is, M is connected and every edge of M is 
critical, then Theorem 4 is true for every pair  of two adjacent vertices x and y and this 
is then the familar Vizing's adjacency lemma [10]. 
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